
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

Reading Comprehension 

• Monday Reading Task: Poetry Comprehension: A Recipe for Winter. 1, 2 or 3 star worksheet attached. (Answers supplied)  

 

 
Maths 

• Monday Maths: Introduce Line Graphs Video link https://vimeo.com/464199475 Worksheet/PowerPoint, answers, True or False Quick Fire Question  

all attached. Remember that the PowerPoint has the same questions as the worksheet.  

Challenge work: Teejay Book 5 starting on Page 138 Line Graphs Questions 1-4 only  

 

•   Worksheet attached. (Answers supplied) 

Stay Active: African Dancing 

Remember using an imaginary clock face for African 

dancing? Watch the video clip again and have a go 

just for fun!  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ewqq-3xJFdI 

 

 

 

Stay Active 

You know how much I love this one-have a dance to it! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reAlJKv7ptU 

 

Monday 18th January 2021 

 RE 

Task: What do cathedrals/churches show about what Christians believe about God? 

  

How do they show that Christians believe God is worth worshipping? Find out about the 

parts of a cathedral or church. Take the words from the description of God in the Bible 

texts from last week and the Build a God resource Sheet 1 we looked at in school 

(attached) and see if they could be used to label parts of the building.  

 For example: stained glass tells stories; the altar talks of sacrifice; confessionals talk 

of forgiveness; in larger churches you can see where people used to be separated from 

the holiest part, the altar, by the rood screen; the size and scale of cathedrals speak 

of God’s power as well as human creativity (in God’s image); the cross shape and all 

crosses/ crucifixes talk of God’s love through Jesus. Use the link to have a virtual tour 

of Canterbury Cathedral and draw a labelled diagram of a cathedral/church or parts of 

a cathedral/church, saying what they might represent (perhaps think about altar, 

lectern, stained glass windows, spire, carvings, aisle, pews, arches, columns, font, nave, 

domed ceiling, pulpit) 

               https://www.canterbury-cathedral.org/virtual-tour/ 

I have also attached a PowerPoint of parts of a church to help you.  

PSHE 

Exploring Emotions: Worrying 

Read the poem ‘Whatif’ by Shel Silverstein. This is a poem about 

worrying. Sort out the whatifs between those that are likely to happen 

(or may have happened already) and those that are not likely to happen. 

Remember that a lot of the things we worry about might never happen so 

try not to reduce the number of things you worry about. Look at the 

different scenarios on the link below or create some of your own. (the 

scenarios are also attached) 

www.elsa-support.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/WHAT-IF-SCENARIO-

CARDS.docx.pdf 

 Think about ‘whatif’ you had to move to a new school next week. Write a 

‘whatif’ poem including all the things that could/might happen and some 

things that are not likely to happen (some of the things could be silly eg. 

whatif I get eaten by a shark or whatif I fall through a black hole on the 

way to school)  

 Have fun!  

 

 

.  

Try to do your maths 

activity before the 

Teams meeting at 

10am!  

Take care!  

Ms Hammond 
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